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Highlights 
  

 There is possibility of cultivation, harvesting of Azivash plant at Gorgan area in 

farm level.  
 

 The amount of fresh Azivash yield in one time harvesting is more than 10 tons per 

hectare and it shows Azivash cultivation would have economically justification for 

farmers who want to produce it in future. 
 

 The Azivash foods and its tea were welcomed by the consumers.  
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Other Information (including tables and figures) 

For introducing Azivsh plant, foods value and how to use it to Gorgan people, a one day 

workshop was held on Wednesday 22, 4, 1392 at Shahid Mothari conference hall of Gorgan 

agriculture and natural recourses university. About two hundred wives of faculty members 

and employees that work in Gorgan agriculture and natural resources university, some of 

girl students of Agronomy and some family members form Gorgan city were invited and 

some programs for introducing this plant as following was offered.  
 

1- Scientific lecture about the importance of herbal and nutritional value of food Ozzy 

method compared to other plants by Dr. Mohammad Ghorbani, Faculty member of Gorgan 

University Department of Food Industry. 
 

2- Scientific lecture about the possibility of planting and harvesting this plant in Gorgan How 

to use and maintain By Mohammad Ghorbani, Faculty of Agriculture, Gorgan University. 
 

3- Provide some examples of plant-based foods with. 
 

4- Describe methods for bread baking plant enthusiasts. 
 

5- A pack of 2 kg of fresh Azivash plant was presented to participants. 

 

Importance 

The new foods resources discovering and using of medical plants is increasing by the 

world side people and also our country people. Therefore, the researchers have to 

discover new resources and introduce it to people. Since the Azivash plant has been well 

known in many countries especially in tropical ones and is using at high level and on the 

other hand, in last researches in Gorgan area was indicated that cultivation and 

harvesting of Aizvash at Gorgan area is possible, so the aim of this research was the 

possibility of its cultivation at farm levels in this region and finding the consumers 

opinion as it offers in fresh plants and in different supplied foods.         

Introduction (Hypothesis and aims) 

According to importance of Azivash (Wild okra) as a crop plant that can be used as 

fresh vegetable, salad, cooking it in various foods from its fresh and dried leaves, 

making tea and using it as very helpful medicinal plant. On the other hand, its 

cultivation and harvesting possibility was conducted for first time in Iran during three 

years of 2010-2012 (Ghorbani et al, 2011 and 2012) and their researches indicated that 

the Gorgan area climate condition is provided within three months of May, June and 

July at test levels, therefore the aim of this research was cultivation, harvesting and 

introducing this plant at farm level.   


